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11,700 WAS THE HIGH; NOW THE
“COMPLEX” COUNTERTREND
RALLY IS OVER!

August 1, 2006

NEW YORK:
From the July 18, 2006 interim report:
“The Dow put in a 100-point reversal day today. By slightly breaking below
10.700, the VIX spiked up to a point from which it in turn reversed to the
downside. Both taken together means that should another multi-hundredpoint bounce ensue through these summer months, another option
premium bashing event will have taken place.
“This was probably the last (though less significant) tradable event, precrash. The next peak may be around 11,000 in the first week of August, or
so. If this transpires, then the next decline may not be to 10,200, which is
where I had initially placed the next support. In fact, one may more
reasonably expect a 3000-point debacle.”
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Today, the Dow traded as high as 11219.1, before closing under 11,200. The VIX
reversed to the upside, with implied volatility (option premiums) having tanked to
cheap levels, as bears have capitulated. As the quoted interim report above
reflects, for a second time the 10,700 level predictably held.

We went short today (building positions to their highest levels
yet) and a full-fledged crash will now get underway.
There are a number of short-term scenarios, of course. They include a pop up in
the morning (Tuesday August 2nd) before reversing, or a 100-point down day
right from the opening, before a third leg in this C-wave that merely returns the
Dow to about the same levels as today’s highs, probably on the back of the
celebration of a rate hike that doesn’t occur next week.
Not that it matters, but I don’t believe the hike will occur. The economy is
decelerating at a faster pace than what people know. Housing numbers came in
and they were terrible. As CNBC underscored when the terrible numbers came
out, they don’t even include cancellations!
The reason the economy is in a precarious position is because consumer
confidence can quickly return to that level seen only temporarily at the end of last
October. That number related to Dow 7000, but that consumer confidence
indicator level has since never appeared, as the number is a quarterly
calculation. I happened to see an intra-quarter figure. Please revisit the 4th
quarter’s reports; I published the chart twice (it was a chart produced by
Thompson Research, taken out of the Financial Times). The consumer is so
stretched that it takes little to get us to those levels and, remember, these
housing numbers are an indication that the trigger to this disastrous domino
effect may have begun.
Or shall we discuss natural gas or oil prices, which are higher than when that
disastrous consumer confidence figure had come out? Or shall we discuss
hurricanes (which affect confidence and energy prices…which in turn affects
confidence)? Just do me a favour and don’t discuss war.
How many times have I and other pros written to never look such foolishness.
People do so because it’s something that can be analyze, even accurately. Then
all that’s required is the belief that there’s a connection. There isn’t. On the day of
the greatest acceleration of fighting and Israeli advancement (according to
CNBC), the Dow took off 200 points as the market judged that the fighting would
remain regional and not spread to Iran or anything that could affect oil prices.
The latter is a paraphrase from CNBC reporting.
By the way, the rally came off of oversold level that included stretched put option
premiums that were discounting lower levels. Stick to the market, if it’s the
market that you’re analyzing. This is just a bit higher than markets-101.
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I have repeatedly harped on the housing situation, as well as the consumer
confidence situation, but I’ve also made a stink about the poor 4th quarter and
poorer 1st quarter of 2007 that we’re about to see. Indeed, the numbers coming
out so far indicate just that. I’ve often pointed out that, in this modern and corrupt
(manipulated) era, the market doesn’t discount so much as behave coincidently
to the unfolding of terrible news (economic news). This means that one can truly
take advantage.
The Dow can now cut like butter to 8000. I’ll then review how I feel about 6500,
my initial target. Basis gold, we got there a long time ago. Now we’ll see what we
do in Dollars.

Instead of the standard and lengthy monthly reporting that I’ve been offering
investors and readers, you’ll continue to receive more reports of shorter length,
each with greater focus on one of our covered markets (Japan, New York,
precious metals, the Dollar). Always feel free to email any question or request a
consultation call if you deem it necessary. These are wild times, and I’ll be
available – for pro and retailer alike.

Sid Klein
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